Spring 202: Anderson Upper Division Humanities
The following Spring 2020 courses have been approved by Anderson School of Management for the Humanities Upper Division requirement. Please see an Anderson advisor if you have questions.

UHON 302 003 45088  Sem: Rewriting Romance
UHON 302 004 52551  Sem: Getting Away with Murder
UHON 302 005 52552  Sem: Getting Away with Murder
UHON 302 008 38761  Sem: Truth, Lies & Oth Physics
UHON 302 019 52557  Sem: Sport in US Hist & Cultr
UHON 302 021 52561  Sem: Blood on the Tracks
UHON 302 023 52564  Sem: What Good is Tolerance
UHON 302 001 53802  Sem: Black Demographics in the US (Xlisted with AFST397)
UHON 302 – 2H  Sem: Africana Philosophy and Methods (Xlisted with AFST397)
UHON 301 001 45020  Sem: Curanderismo Part 2 (Xlisted with SPAN302, RELG347, NATV450, LTAM400, LLSS493, CCS393
UHON 402 003 53566  Sem: Chicana(o) Civil Rights
UHON 402 007 45093  Sem: What Worlds May Come